
tour stories from SR 1/20/73 were in the mailing I picked up before going to DC yesterday. Didn't have a chance to look at until I got to Institute for Policies Studies. While I was waiting I opened and atarted to read when one on your black woman fellows came up and started to talk. The one by the former Mafioso was relevant to her questions. Perfect timing! I went to carry further my elliptical letter to Raskin and Barnet (who is out of country, I take to bean probably Hanoi). Raskin and others immediately like my idea for the instant book,"If There Is Such a Place", subtitled, "The Official History of the Non-Vombing of Hanoi", with the seal of the US on cover, as with WW books, and authorship attributed to Jerry Friedheim and others who annotate on facing pages, official texts to be left-li.nd pages. I explained how they could do and some of facing-right pages possible content, and all liked. I had no apppintment so there was not much time. We'll probably be meeting again Friday. I think thi the French Mission could be part. For facing pages:aside from pix and other tests, like Tel Taylor, I've thought of Swedish TV's report• ing aired by VS TV nets. Please think of what you can that could be appropriate in case they go for it. Were there not Canadian corres=v  pondents who wrote of the mission bombing and later, similar one 7\ diplomats who were quited, etc.? One of the disappointments after WW is that the young did not see the possibilities of doing fast books on then unpublishable subjects...Too early for a.m. paper. Radio repo] ting indicates more significance WG story of Glasshouse Tapes, Tack-wood's prior statements of planned police demonstrations at San Diego. Uf course, yesterday's testimony is spurious, isn't ITT? 
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